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PICK THE RIGHT INDUCTOR CONSTRUCTION 
FOR A DESKTOP-CPU VOLTAGE REGULATOR

Choosing the best inductor construction for desktop-CPU voltage regulators requires a 
good understanding of inductors and regulators.
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Until recently, cost and the ability of a part to function in an application have driven the choice of inductors in desktop-
computing systems’ processor-voltage regulators. Designers have not been greatly concerned with component size, 
parameter tolerance, or performance requirements. As a result, inductor design for these systems lagged behind the state of 
the art. Over the past three years, however, the industry has begun to awaken, and vendors have proposed and evaluated 
several new inductor platforms to overcome new challenges resulting from changing regulator requirements.

First, overall power requirements for desktop processors continue to increase. Moreover, as processor-voltage levels drop, 
current levels increase dramatically. Increased current causes increased thermal issues and inductor-copper losses:  
PCU = IRMS

2 × RDC, where RDC = dc resistance.

The second challenge is that processor transient-response times continue to decrease, which means the power supply must 
be able to respond much faster to changes in load conditions. One of the limitations to this response is the inductance value. 
Inductors store energy and slow down current changes (di/dt, that is, rate of current change=output voltage/inductance). 
Ideally, you could simply decrease this inductance to the value required to meet the transient-response criteria. However, 
decreasing only the inductance would keep the regulator from meeting the third technical challenge: decreased output-
voltage ripple. Output-voltage ripple is a function of the output capacitors’ ESR (equivalent series resistance) and the ripple 
current from the inductor: VRIPPLE = ESRCAP × IRIPPLE. The only way to minimize voltage ripple is by using the expensive 
option of reducing the capacitor ESR by paralleling more capacitors or decreasing the ripple current through the inductor. 
However, to reduce the ripple current, either the operating frequency must increase — that is, dt must decrease — or the 
inductance must increase: IRIPPLE = Vdt/L.

Introduction

Figure 1. New constraints have forced designers to look at new types of inductors in addition to traditional desktop voltage 
regulators (a). These alternatives include horizontally mounted toroids (b), power-cube inductors (c), rod cores (d),  
power beads (e), and ferrite versions of the power cube (f).
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To some extent, frequency increases have occurred, but the resultant increase in switching losses has limited these 
increases. The approach commonly used over the past five years to reduce transient-response time and ripple current has 
been to add parallel power trains running out of phase with one another and then sum the phase outputs at the regulator 
output. The result of this multiphase scheme is that each phase can have a lower inductance for faster transient response. 
But, because of cancellation, the summed output-ripple current does not increase, and, therefore, output-ripple voltage can 
be minimal. Over the past five years, the inductance that most desktop-system applications require has decreased from 
approximately 600 nH to as little as 160 nH. Because of the decreased inductance per phase, the inductor in each phase 
sees increased peak and ripple currents, which cause additional power losses in the inductor core — PCORE∞∆I2 — and 
associated thermal issues.

The fourth technical challenge is that the regulator must be as close to the processor as possible. This requirement limits 
stray inductances and losses in regulation that result from having long traces between the power regulator and the processor 
input. To meet this challenge, the inductors must fit underneath the processor’s overhanging heat sink. This requirement 
limits the inductor height to less than 10 mm, making impractical the use of tall, vertically mounted toroids.

Finally, for a regulator to regulate the current it delivers, it must accurately measure this current through some circuit element 
and feed this information back through the control loop. In the past, it was common to use current-sense resistors, which 
had tightly controlled resistance tolerances and minimized stray inductance and capacitance. It was relatively simple to 
measure the voltage drop across these elements: IDC = VDROP / R. However, use of the current-sense resistor increases power 
losses — P = IDC

2 × R — and adds cost.

Designers have tried several alternative 
current-sensing schemes, but the 
standard approach in desktop computing 
is to use inductor sensing. In this scheme, 
the inductor’s winding resistance replaces 
the current-sense resistor to form a so-
called lossless current sensor. Unlike 
a current-sense resistor, however, the 
inductor has both a dc voltage drop — 
VDROP_DC = IDC × RDC — and an ac voltage 
drop associated with the component’s 
inductance. As a result, to accurately 
determine the dc current through the 
inductor, you must accurately know the 
inductor’s resistance, which implies a 
tight tolerance on the inductor’s RDC, 
and you must use an RC filter to remove 
the voltage’s ac component. Tuning the 
RC filter to the inductance requires tight 
control over the inductance’s value and 
tolerance. The need for tight tolerances 
and known nominal values complicates 
the inductor design. In addition, the use 
of inductor sensing requires that you must 
maintain the inductor resistance at some 
minimum value; otherwise, the voltage-
drop — VDROP = IDC × RDC — signal will 
disappear within the measurement noise 
and offset.

These technical challenges — increased 
current, resulting in additional losses; 
faster transient response; and tighter 
output-voltage ripple — require adopting 
multiphase architectures, which further 
stress the inductors. The use of inductor sensing requires tighter inductance and resistance tolerances, and the need for 
more critical component placement dictates a maximum inductor height. These new constraints have forced designers to look 
at new types of inductors (Figure 1).

Alternative current-sensing schemes
To some extent, frequency increases have

occurred, but the resultant increase in switch-
ing losses has limited these increases. The
approach commonly used over the past five
years to reduce transient-response time and
ripple current has been to add parallel power
trains running out of phase with one another
and then sum the phase outputs at the regu-
lator output. The result of this multiphase
scheme is that each phase can have a lower
inductance for faster transient response. But,
because of cancellation, the summed output-
ripple current does not increase, and, there-
fore, output-ripple voltage can be minimal.
Over the past five years, the inductance that
most desktop-system applications require has
decreased from approximately 600 nH to as
little as 160 nH. Because of the decreased
inductance per phase, the inductor in each
phase sees increased peak and ripple currents,
which cause additional power losses in the in-
ductor core—PCORE��I2—and associated
thermal issues.

The fourth technical challenge is that the
regulator must be as close to the processor as
possible. This requirement limits stray induc-
tances and losses in regulation that result from
having long traces between the power regula-
tor and the processor input. To meet this chal-
lenge, the inductors must fit underneath the
processor’s overhanging heat sink. This re-
quirement limits the inductor height to less
than 10 mm, making impractical the use of tall,
vertically mounted toroids.

Finally, for a regulator to regulate the current
it delivers, it must accurately measure this current through some
circuit element and feed this information back through the con-
trol loop. In the past, it was common to use current-sense resis-
tors, which had tightly controlled resistance tolerances and min-
imized stray inductance and capacitance. It was relatively sim-
ple to measure the voltage drop across these elements:
IDC�VDROP/R. However, use of the current-sense resistor increas-
es power losses—P�IDC

2�R—and adds cost.

ALTERNATIVE CURRENT-SENSING SCHEMES
Designers have tried several alternative current-sensing

schemes, but the standard approach in desktop computing is to
use inductor sensing. In this scheme, the inductor’s winding
resistance replaces the current-sense resistor to form a so-called
lossless current sensor. Unlike a current-sense resistor, howev-
er, the inductor has both a dc voltage drop—VDROP_DC�
IDC�RDC—and an ac voltage drop associated with the compo-
nent’s inductance. As a result, to accurately determine the dc
current through the inductor, you must accurately know the
inductor’s resistance, which implies a tight tolerance on the
inductor’s RDC, and you must use an RC filter to remove the volt-
age’s ac component. Tuning the RC filter to the inductance

requires tight control over the inductance’s value and tolerance.
The need for tight tolerances and known nominal values com-
plicates the inductor design. In addition, the use of inductor
sensing requires that you must maintain the inductor resistance
at some minimum value; otherwise, the voltage-drop—
VDROP�IDC�RDC—signal will disappear within the measure-
ment noise and offset.

These technical challenges—increased current, resulting in
additional losses; faster transient response; and tighter output-
voltage ripple—require adopting multiphase architectures,
which further stress the inductors. The use of inductor sensing
requires tighter inductance and resistance tolerances, and the
need for more critical component placement dictates a maxi-
mum inductor height. These new constraints have forced
designers to look at new types of inductors (Figure 1).

DESKTOP VOLTAGE REGULATORS
Historically, desktop voltage regulators employed high-per-

meability, low-cost iron-powder cores wound with a single
strand of magnetic wire on a vertically mounted toroid (Fig-
ure 1a). These inductors are cost-effective, occupy limited
board space, and, because of the soft-saturation characteris-
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Figure 3 Reducing the number of turns greatly increases the core losses. The
increased core loss and the variability of the inductance make the use of high-
permeability powder cores impractical.
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Figure 2 A distributed-gap powder core exhibits a soft-saturation characteristic.
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Figure 2. A distributed-gap powder core exhibits a soft-saturation characteristic.
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ripple current has been to add parallel power
trains running out of phase with one another
and then sum the phase outputs at the regu-
lator output. The result of this multiphase
scheme is that each phase can have a lower
inductance for faster transient response. But,
because of cancellation, the summed output-
ripple current does not increase, and, there-
fore, output-ripple voltage can be minimal.
Over the past five years, the inductance that
most desktop-system applications require has
decreased from approximately 600 nH to as
little as 160 nH. Because of the decreased
inductance per phase, the inductor in each
phase sees increased peak and ripple currents,
which cause additional power losses in the in-
ductor core—PCORE��I2—and associated
thermal issues.
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lenge, the inductors must fit underneath the
processor’s overhanging heat sink. This re-
quirement limits the inductor height to less
than 10 mm, making impractical the use of tall,
vertically mounted toroids.

Finally, for a regulator to regulate the current
it delivers, it must accurately measure this current through some
circuit element and feed this information back through the con-
trol loop. In the past, it was common to use current-sense resis-
tors, which had tightly controlled resistance tolerances and min-
imized stray inductance and capacitance. It was relatively sim-
ple to measure the voltage drop across these elements:
IDC�VDROP/R. However, use of the current-sense resistor increas-
es power losses—P�IDC

2�R—and adds cost.

ALTERNATIVE CURRENT-SENSING SCHEMES
Designers have tried several alternative current-sensing

schemes, but the standard approach in desktop computing is to
use inductor sensing. In this scheme, the inductor’s winding
resistance replaces the current-sense resistor to form a so-called
lossless current sensor. Unlike a current-sense resistor, howev-
er, the inductor has both a dc voltage drop—VDROP_DC�
IDC�RDC—and an ac voltage drop associated with the compo-
nent’s inductance. As a result, to accurately determine the dc
current through the inductor, you must accurately know the
inductor’s resistance, which implies a tight tolerance on the
inductor’s RDC, and you must use an RC filter to remove the volt-
age’s ac component. Tuning the RC filter to the inductance

requires tight control over the inductance’s value and tolerance.
The need for tight tolerances and known nominal values com-
plicates the inductor design. In addition, the use of inductor
sensing requires that you must maintain the inductor resistance
at some minimum value; otherwise, the voltage-drop—
VDROP�IDC�RDC—signal will disappear within the measure-
ment noise and offset.

These technical challenges—increased current, resulting in
additional losses; faster transient response; and tighter output-
voltage ripple—require adopting multiphase architectures,
which further stress the inductors. The use of inductor sensing
requires tighter inductance and resistance tolerances, and the
need for more critical component placement dictates a maxi-
mum inductor height. These new constraints have forced
designers to look at new types of inductors (Figure 1).

DESKTOP VOLTAGE REGULATORS
Historically, desktop voltage regulators employed high-per-

meability, low-cost iron-powder cores wound with a single
strand of magnetic wire on a vertically mounted toroid (Fig-
ure 1a). These inductors are cost-effective, occupy limited
board space, and, because of the soft-saturation characteris-
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Figure 3. Reducing the number of turns greatly increases the core losses.  
The increased core loss and the variability of the inductance make the use of 
high-permeability powder cores impractical.
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Historically, desktop voltage regulators employed 
high-permeability, low-cost iron-powder cores wound 
with a single strand of magnetic wire on a vertically 
mounted toroid (Figure 1a). These inductors are 
cost-effective, occupy limited board space, and, 
because of the soft-saturation characteristic of the 
distributed-gap powder core (Figure 2), tolerate 
unexpectedly high transient or peak currents. These 
parts have relatively high inductance of 0.8 to 1.4 
µH, whose value varies greatly from light load to 
full load. As transient requirements increased and 
designers employed the multiphase architecture, 
these high-permeability cores were not suited to 
the lower inductance requirements. Essentially, 
to gain a low inductance from a high-permeability 
core, designers need to reduce the number of turns, 
L∞N2. However, reducing the number of turns greatly 
increases the core losses. The increased core loss and the variability of the inductance make the use of high-permeability 
cores impractical (Figure 3). The next approach designers employed was the use of a low-permeability powder core in the 
same vertically mounted package. Such cores exhibit much less inductance swing with varying load and reduce core losses 
by approximately 33%, but their cost is approximately 80% greater than that of the high-permeability cores.

The introduction of restricted component height — to place the inductors close to the processor and under the overhanging 
heat sink — made vertically mounted toroids infeasible. The most obvious way to reduce the component height is simply to 
turn the vertically mounted inductor on its side and make it a horizontally mounted toroid (Figure 1b). The horizontal toroid’s 
55% increase in footprint (Table 1 and Figure 4) initially made this approach unpalatable. Instead, designers proposed a 
power-cube inductor (Figure 1c). Depending on the vendor, the industry refers to such components as either green or black 
cubes. This inductor comprises a soft-saturating, low-permeability powdered-iron shaped core with properties similar to those 
of the toroid core but with a different shape. This type of inductor meets the reduced-height requirements, increasing the 
footprint by only 22% over that of the vertically mounted toroid. Moreover, because the inductor can be machine-wound on a 
tightly dimensioned mandrel, the approach can significantly reduce the resistance tolerance. This inductor’s drawback is that 
its overall losses are only 12% lower than those of the low-permeability vertical toroid, yet it costs 39% more and almost 2.5 
times as much as the original high-permeability vertical toroid.

Whereas the power cube was adequate, the industry was determined to find a lower cost approach. In addition to the main 
switching inductor, most desktop-processor applications use an input filter. Because this filter sees little ac-ripple current, 
a low-cost and effective configuration is a rod-core inductor (Figure 1d). A rod core comprises a cylindrical rod of ferrite 
with a coil placed over it. Although ferrite cores exhibit much lower core losses than do powdered cores, they require an air 
gap within the flux path to store energy. The air gap for a rod core comprises the air around the component. Consequently, 
the component does not contain the magnetic path. On the surface, this approach appears acceptable. The core loss and 
dc-winding loss are low, and the cost is 56% less than that of the power cube, but the footprint increases by 25%. However,
unlike an input filter, the main switching inductor can see more than 15A of ac current. Any ac current produces an ac
magnetic field. In the case of a rod core, the core does not contain this magnetic field. Any uncontained or stray ac magnetic
field induces eddy currents in nearby metal, such as the inductor winding, pc-board traces, and capacitor bodies. These eddy
currents create unpredictable power losses throughout the circuit. In customer testing, the rod core, though less expensive,
produces 2 to 3% lower overall circuit efficiency than the power cube. (That is, there was as much as 5W of additional loss
that the inductors cause.) Moreover, the induced eddy currents created noise on nearby signal traces, thus complicating
system control. Although you can use rod cores for processor power, the reduction in efficiency and the unpredictable effect
of the magnetic fields on control signals typically make the cost savings not worth the effort.

Technical issues with the rod-core inductor and the high cost of the power-cube inductor necessitate the evaluation of 
alternative inductor constructions. One possibility is to re-evaluate the low-permeability-powder horizontal-bare-coil inductor. 
Although the industry initially rejected this approach as occupying too much board space compared with vertical toroids, the 
horizontal toroid is actually smaller than the rod core and only 18% larger than the power cube. From a cost standpoint, the 
horizontal toroid is midway between the rod core and the power cube and is therefore a reasonable choice after all. However, 
for current sensing, vertical and horizontal toroids present the same inductanceand resistance-tolerance problems. Unlike 
the power cubes and rod cores, toroids are essentially hand-wound around the core, and designers cannot use precision 
mandrels or torque gauges. As a result, the core’s dimensional tolerance and the winding tightness affect the RDC tolerance. 
Core mechanical tolerances are typically ±0.010 in., which alone results in a ±5% deviation in RDC tolerance. Coupled with 
the variation in winding tightness, it’s difficult to maintain better than a ±10% RDC variation. Although some vendors specify 
±5.5%, it is extremely questionable whether this tolerance is achievable in mass production.

Desktop voltage regulators tic of the distributed-gap powder
core (Figure 2), tolerate unex-
pectedly high transient or peak
currents. These parts have rela-
tively high inductance of 0.8 to
1.4 �H, whose value varies
greatly from light load to full
load. As transient requirements
increased and designers em-
ployed the multiphase architec-
ture, these high-permeability
cores were not suited to the
lower inductance requirements.
Essentially, to gain a low induc-
tance from a high-permeability
core, designers need to reduce
the number of turns, L�N2.
However, reducing the number
of turns greatly increases the core
losses. The increased core loss and
the variability of the inductance
make the use of high-permeabil-
ity cores impractical (Figure 3). The next approach design-
ers employed was the use of a low-permeability powder core
in the same vertically mounted package. Such cores exhibit
much less inductance swing with varying load and reduce core
losses by approximately 33%, but their cost is approximately
80% greater than that of the high-permeability cores.

The introduction of restricted component height—to place
the inductors close to the processor and under the overhang-
ing heat sink—made vertically mounted toroids infeasible. The
most obvious way to reduce the component height is simply
to turn the vertically mounted inductor on its side and make
it a horizontally mounted toroid (Figure 1b). The horizontal
toroid’s 55% increase in footprint (Table 1 and Figure 4) ini-
tially made this approach unpalatable. Instead, designers pro-
posed a power-cube inductor (Figure 1c). Depending on the
vendor, the industry refers to such components as either green
or black cubes. This inductor comprises a soft-saturating, low-
permeability powdered-iron shaped core with properties sim-
ilar to those of the toroid core but with a different shape. This
type of inductor meets the reduced-height requirements,
increasing the footprint by only 22% over that of the vertically
mounted toroid. Moreover, because the inductor can be
machine-wound on a tightly dimensioned mandrel, the ap-
proach can significantly reduce the resistance tolerance. This
inductor’s drawback is that its overall losses are only 12% lower
than those of the low-permeability vertical toroid, yet it costs
39% more and almost 2.5 times as much as the original high-
permeability vertical toroid.

Whereas the power cube was adequate, the industry was
determined to find a lower cost approach. In addition to the
main switching inductor, most desktop-processor applications
use an input filter. Because this filter sees little ac-ripple cur-
rent, a low-cost and effective configuration is a rod-core
inductor (Figure 1d). A rod core comprises a cylindrical rod
of ferrite with a coil placed over it. Although ferrite cores

exhibit much lower core losses than do powdered cores, they
require an air gap within the flux path to store energy. The
air gap for a rod core comprises the air around the compo-
nent. Consequently, the component does not contain the
magnetic path. On the surface, this approach appears accept-
able. The core loss and dc-winding loss are low, and the cost
is 56% less than that of the power cube, but the footprint
increases by 25%. However, unlike an input filter, the main
switching inductor can see more than 15A of ac current. Any
ac current produces an ac magnetic field. In the case of a rod
core, the core does not contain this magnetic field. Any
uncontained or stray ac magnetic field induces eddy currents
in nearby metal, such as the inductor winding, pc-board
traces, and capacitor bodies. These eddy currents create
unpredictable power losses throughout the circuit.  In cus-
tomer testing, the rod core, though less expensive, produces
2 to 3% lower overall circuit efficiency than the power cube.
(That is, there was as much as 5W of additional loss that the
inductors cause.) Moreover, the induced eddy currents cre-
ated noise on nearby signal traces, thus complicating system
control. Although you can use rod cores for processor power,
the reduction in efficiency and the unpredictable effect of the
magnetic fields on control signals typically make the cost sav-
ings not worth the effort.

Technical issues with the rod-core inductor and the high cost
of the power-cube inductor necessitate the evaluation of alter-
native inductor constructions. One possibility is to re-evalu-
ate the low-permeability-powder horizontal-bare-coil induc-
tor. Although the industry initially rejected this approach as
occupying too much board space compared with vertical
toroids, the horizontal toroid is actually smaller than the rod
core and only 18% larger than the power cube. From a cost
standpoint, the horizontal toroid is midway between the rod
core and the power cube and is therefore a reasonable choice
after all. However, for current sensing, vertical and horizon-
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Figure 4. This chart compares the footprint, efficiency, and cost of 
seven inductor constructions using the older, vertical bare coil as 
the baseline.
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Toroids have two main issues with respect to inductance tolerance. First, because the winding typically does not cover the 
entire core, leakage inductance can be quite high. This inductance essentially adds in series with the core’s magnetizing 
inductance, increasing the inductor’s nominal value. If the inductor windings are not always in the same space, this variation 
adds to the already-high ±10% core-magnetizing-inductance variation. If the application can compensate for the wide 
inductance and resistance tolerance and the additional footprint and relatively high power losses are unimportant, a horizontal 
toroid is a good choice because of its low cost.

Two other options, the power bead (Figure 1e) and a ferrite version of the power cube (Figure 1f), allow for tighter inductance 
and resistance tolerances, much lower power loss in the inductors, and decreased footprint. Both use ferrite cores, but, unlike 
in the rod core, the gap is small, and the field is contained, so no issues exist with stray magnetic fields. Ferrite offers the 
advantages of minimizing leakage inductance and minimizing core losses but has the disadvantage of having a hard saturation 
characteristic. As a result, you must know an application’s absolute peak currents so that the inductor does not saturate.

The power bead enables the highest inductor efficiency (61% higher than a horizontal toroid’s), smallest component footprint 
(38% smaller than a horizontal toroid’s), tightest inductance tolerance (±8%), and tightest RDC tolerance (±6.5%). Unfortunately, 
you pay for these improvements, because power beads cost as much as power cubes and 25% more than horizontal toroids. 
The ferrite version of the power cube is less expensive than the power bead and costs only 10% more than a horizontal toroid. 
The ferrite power cube allowsfor a tight inductance tolerance (±5.5%), a tight RDC tolerance (±8%), and high efficiency (57% 
higher than a horizontal toroid’s). The ferrite power cube’s footprint is larger than a power bead’s and is essentially the same 
size as a horizontal toroid’s.

Depending on a desktop-system application’s key design drivers, three options appear worth investigating. For systems whose 
cost is key, the horizontal-toroid inductor appears to be the right choice. If, however, system performance, tolerance control, or 
footprint reduction are worth a 10 to 25% increase in inductor cost, the ferrite-power-cube or power-bead approaches are the best.

Toroid-inductance tolerance

Bare-coil 
vertical, high-
permeability 

powder

Bare-coil 
vertical low-
permeability 

powder

Power-cube 
powder

Rod-core  
ferrite

Bare-coil power 
horizontal 

powder

Bead  
ferrite

Power-cube 
ferrite

Dimensions  
(length×width× height, mm) 17×18.3×15 17×18.3×15 15.5×11×8 16.5×13×10 14.5×14×8 11.2×11.2×9 14.5×14.5×9

Nominal dc resistance (milliohms) 0.84 1.1 0.7 0.83 0.76 0.58 0.57
Peak current (A) NA NA NA 45 NA 45 50

10 10 5.5 10 10 6.5 5.5DC-resistance tolerance (%) 
Inductance tolerance (%) 10 10 10 10 10 8 8

Core loss (W) 1.4 0.45 0.99 0.06 0.71 0.04 0.08
Copper loss (W) 0.76 0.99 0.63 0.75 0.68 0.52 0.51

Total loss/phase (W) 2.16 1.44 1.62 0.81 1.39 0.56 0.59
System loss (W) 8.6 5.8 6.5 3.2 5.6 2.2 2.4

System footprint (mm2) 141 141 171 215 203 125 210
Relative cost 1 1.8 2.5 1.4 2 2.5 2.2

Note: Based on a processor-voltage regulator with 12VIN, 1.2VOUT, 300-kHz, four-phase, 120A-dc  output.

Table 1. Platform comparison
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